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President’s Report

From the desk of Ed VE4EAR

Can you believe what you see when you look out the window? All the melting
snow, blue skies, warm breezes, it can only mean one thing! No not spring, it
means the Manitoba Repeater Society’s Annual General Meeting is only weeks
away. Please join us on April 26 at The Glenwood Community Club 27 Overton
St., in St. Vital. It is not far from the Winnipeg Seniors Radio Club.
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As we enter into spring, we are learning of a couple issues that may significantly
impact the repeater landscape in southern Manitoba. There is a possibility that
we may lose two of our sites; Milner Ridge (VE4MIL) and Starbuck (VE4MAN). A
loss of either would leave significant holes in our coverage area. Join us at the
AGM for further updates on these sites.
So far the outlook for spring flooding is very favorable for most of southern
Manitoba. What a difference a year makes. While at this time we do not
anticipate the need for an ARES activation, if it should become necessary, please
cooperate with the net control stations and QSY if asked.
Also in April, mark your calendars for Sunday April 15th and the annual WARC
spring flea market. MRS will be there with our mobile/portable test set. This is a
great opportunity to verify your deviation, frequency and power output of your
favorite VHF or UHF device. As well, if you have been extremely busy so far in
2012 that you have forgotten to pay your MRS dues, our membership desk will
be available to assist you..
I know I am looking forward to another active and exciting year ahead for
amateur radio and in particular, the Manitoba Repeater Society. I look forward to
sharing some of these experiences with you.
73
Ed Richardson
VE4EAR
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Technical Report

From the desk of Ellis VE4AJO

The Manitoba Repeater Society is facing two major problems this summer.
Firstly the Milner Ridge GATR site has a Primary power problem that may or may
not be repaired. This will necessitate a change at VE4MIL possibly Solar power
may be the answer or move the equipment to another location.
Second on the list is the CBC Starbuck tower. With the change to HD TV the
transmitters were replaced and located atop of the Richardson Building. The
only service left at Starbuck is CBC FM. We are safe there as long as the FM is
active from Starbuck.
These changes could isolate Winnipeg, breaking the links both East and West.
At the time of this writing, VE4WRS is transmitting and is de-sensing VE4WPG.
The plan is to possibly shutdown VE4WRS until the auto-patch is repaired and
re-installed and the IRLP internet line is serviceable. Also an UPS is to be added
to the modem, router, and the computer in an effort to keep them on-line. This
was done Sunday morning March 25. VE4WRS is operating correctly.
The Photo following is one of the WPG/WRS/Link and VJ antennae taken in
2007. As you can see there is a lot of metal around and more has been added
since then. Thankfully we are located close to the edge of the building so some
signal does get away from the site.
VE4MAN and VE4PTG are performing well. The Link is good WPG – MAN but
on warm days (We have had a few)the link transmitter MAN to PTG drifts off
frequency distorting the audio also audio from Starbuck is very low in level at
Portage
VE4FAL I have no report with the Milner Ridge repeater being off the air.
VE4GIM has been used during weekday morning nets and sounds great
With this dry spring and outlook for a dry summer work will commence soonest
getting VE4MRS up and running and replacing the link radio at Starbuck. This
would complete the West end of our network. Solving the Milner problem and
servicing VE4EMB is the second part of the plan.
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WARC Spring Flea Market
Mark your calendars for Sunday, April 15, 2012, for the Winnipeg Amateur Radio
Club Spring Flea Market. It will be held at Heritage Victoria Community Club,
beginning at 9:30 AM.
Stay tuned to the MRS 2 meter nets, and the weekday Morning Net, all on
VE4WPG repeater for updates.
Dick VE4HK

August 13, 2011 MRS Semi Annual General Meeting
Meeting held at MARMfest, Austin MB
Meeting began 2:07 pm VE4EAR presiding
Each person attending introduced themselves
VE4EAR welcomed all in attendance
Minutes of April 14 Annual General Meeting approved as e-mailed in MRS Newsletter
Moved
VE4GWN
Seconded
VE4HAZ
CARRIED
No business arising

Treasurer’s Report
Presented by VE4HAZ. See attached copy.
Move acceptance of Treasurer’s Report
Moved
VE4HAY
Seconded
VE4GKS
CARRIED

Membership Report
Presented by VE4SYM. See attached copy
VE4SYM reported that MRS dues for non-members of RAC will be going up. New rate will be
$35.00 for individuals and $50.00 for family memberships. This is due to large increase in RAC
insurance premiums. Membership dues for members of RAC, will remain unchanged, at $25.00
for individuals and $30.00 for families.
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No discussion

Technical Report
Presented by VE4ALW on behalf of VE4AJO. See attached copy
VE4EAR stated that our main focus at this time is to get VE4MRS at Bruxelles back on the air.
The controller at Bruxelles is damaged beyond repair. MRS has a Sierra controller on order, which
will replace the Palomar Controller at VE4WPG. The Palomar controller will then be installed at
Bruxelles.
The Sierra controller will be located at the VE4WPG site, since it is easily accessible, in case of
problems.
End of Technical Report

New Business
VE4EAR asked for any questions from the group
VE4VID asked about accessibility of VE4WPG at Lilac Grove. VE4WPG is very weak, but VE4VJ on
UHF is very strong.
VE4EAR explained that could be due to propagation differences between VHF and UHF, location,
nulls in certain directions etc.
VE4HAY pointed out that VE4WPG uses a 2 element folded dipole, while VE4VJ is an 8 element
folded dipole. Both antennas are about the same physical size. The Richardson Building will not
allow us to add larger antennas.
VE4HAY added that MRS is looking for a site in Steinbach, to add a repeater, which could be
linked to our system. Does anyone have any suggestions?
VE4VID noted there is a 100 ft tower at the Fire Station in Ste. Anne.
A discussion ensued

New Business
VE4DAR stated that we hams need to recruit youngsters to take ham courses. He mentioned the
recent trip VE4ESX made in his sailboat to Norway House and back. Many of the boaters he
encountered saw his ham radio on the boat, and are considering taking an amateur radio course.
There may be a course taking place this fall on North Main.
VE4ACX advised that he was at VE4WPG site last Sunday. CBC is constructing a digital TV site on
the roof. There will be 4-5 heavy helicopter lifts of equipment to the roof. Their equipment will be
located close to our antennas for now. There is 2-3 months to go. We must live with it for now.
VE4EAR noted that UHF TV could present challenges to our linking system.
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VE4GHR asked about visor cards
VE4HAY suggested he visit MRS website, and gave the web address
VE4EAR asked about retaining the MRS phone patch.
Not many people use the patch, but the consensus was to keep it.

VE4EAR pointed out that 10 digit dialing is coming to Manitoba shortly. Do we wish to spend
money to upgrade our phone patch, since it gets very little use?
A discussion followed
VE4LB pointed out that the phone patch in Brandon has been turned off
VE4EAR stated that MRS needs new blood, and assistance for technical committee
VE4HAY suggested using VOIP at VE4WPG for free telephone service. We currently pay
commercial rates for our phone patch/Internet connection
VE4HAY asked who in the audience is a member of RAC. About half raised their hands. VE4HAY
then stated that anyone who is not a member will lose their @rac.ca alias at the end of
December. RAC has cleaned up their problem with spammers using @rac.ca
VE4HAY then asked who in the audience was on HF. About half raised their hands. Canadian
Amateurs will be receiving several channels on 60 meters. Will appear in Canadian Gazette in
September, then 30 days later, will be in force.
VE4HAY stated that RAC needed a new president. VE4BAW’s term is up shortly. He wishes to
step down, since he is newly retired, and wishes to travel. A new treasurer and others are also
needed for RAC executive.
VE4LB noted that the 146.85 repeater has been relocated to Adam Lake, MB. It has good
coverage into Brandon.
VE4HK reminded everyone to see Adam VE4SN to pick up their QSL cards. He also gave the
dates for the WARC Flea Market in October, and the next WARC meeting.
VE4VB noted that VE4CNR 146.76 – was moved to Prairie Mobile Communications site on Dugald
Road. The antennas favour Steinbach.
No further business
Adjourn VE4GWN 2:46 pm
Minutes taken by VE4HK
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Message from Manitoba Repeater Society
Membership
Can you imagine the costs and labour to maintain 9 repeaters system. Now add
in the link radios that are associated with these repeaters, often at times 2
additional radio and some sites have 3 additional radios. In total the Manitoba
Repeater Society maintains 28 radios, along with power supplies, transmission
cable, antennas and duplexers, not to mention the 9 controllers that make it all
work. These radios are available 24 hours a day 7 days a week for the members
use and enjoyment. Now consider that these sites are located all across rural
southern Manitoba with only 1 site located in Winnipeg, since the volunteers that
maintain these sites all currently reside in the Winnipeg area, a 2 – 6 hour
roundtrip drive is required to reach these sites. Some sites have restricted access
or are only accessible during the summer months. As these are commercial sites,
all work must be to commercial standards, which includes all climbing must be
performed by qualified riggers.
So why am I bringing you all this information? Well, when you sit and listen to
your 2m radio for your call sign or you are calling someone else looking for a rag
chew, or perhaps you have an urgent situation or severe weather to report,
whatever it might be, I want you to think what is involved each time you key
your microphone. This whole system with all the radios and other equipment is
paid for and maintained by really only a small percentage of the people who are
using the radios. Yes there are many out there who are users of the repeaters
but still feel justified in not contributing. Some of these people are very heavy
users and can be heard every day on the radio and sometimes all day long.
After reading the above, MRS is asking for those that are not yet a current paid
member for 2012, to please consider joining or bringing your membership up to
date. All membership monies are used to operate and maintain this repeater
network. MRS income is 100% based on membership dues and donations. Our
technical teams has donated their time, knowledge and gas to get to the sites for
equipment repair and replacement.
The repeaters are there to support local communications, public service events,
local or regional nets, ARES activities, and to provide friendly helpful assistance
to visitors and locals alike, Would you miss the repeaters if they were turned off
tomorrow?
If so please consider completing the attached membership form and support
MRS and your hobby. There are many convenient ways to pay, Payment for
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membership can be made via snail mail, in person at most WARC meetings, most
flea markets, and most recently via PayPal on our website.
Susan Collings VE4SYM

CANWARN
Jeff Dovyak VE4MBQ
Capital Region DEC
Twenty-seven (27) amateurs from the Village of Dunnottar to Morris and from
Portage la Prairie to Tyndall attended the Spotter Training Session SAT 24 MAR
2012 at the Memorial Hall in Selkirk Manitoba. Thanks to Selkirk ARES EC Ron
Williscroft VE4QE for arranging the venue, the morning coffee break and the selfpaid group lunch afterwards. It seems only fitting that Ron won the Midland
Weather Radio that was provided as a door prize by Environment Canada too.
Thanks also to Warning Preparedness Meteorologist Natalie Hasell VE4NAT for
coming out to Selkirk to present the meteorological information that Spotters
need to know. Amateur Radio Protocols were addressed by the writer. Thanks to
ARES PIO Jim Sutton VE4SIG who provided laminated wallet cards for everyone
present that contain the unlisted Severe Weather Reporting Toll-Free Number
and key elements to report (Jim also provided these cards last year in Neepawa
for us). Jim’s recent ARES Media Release 2012-01 resulted in several Spotter
Training participants being interviewed by Catherine Dulude from Radio Canada
Television (CBC French TV). The participants of the 2012 Spotter Training
session were: VA4MTC and VE4s CY, WAL, GMT, QE, PN, EDE, LN, MHZ, GLS,
CHT, UK, DGS, SIG, BN, GKS, GWN, YYL, CDM, AJO, JAH, SYM, TRO, MMG, HK,
NAT and MBQ as well as one non-Amateur guest who did not sign in.
We still need more CANWARN Net Controllers to operate VE4WWO in Winnipeg.
One-on-one “elmering” or mentoring is available. While CANWARN Spotters do
not need to be ARES members VE4WWO Net Controllers must be ARES members
(but not necessarily from Winnipeg ARES).
Our Summer Severe Weather Season will run from approximately one week
before Victoria Day thru Labor Day - an ARES member should be on-call daily as
CANWARN Net Control for VE4WWO from 0930-1730h and 1730-2130h. If there
is not a CANWARN Net in session Spotters should provide their reports by phone
using the 1-800 number received during Spotter Training.
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The public reporting number is:
1-800-239-0484.
Wx reports should focus on:
Any tornadic event or funnel cloud
Rotating wall cloud
Hail> 20mm diameter (5 cent piece)
Winds> 90 km/h
Rain> 50mm/h or > 75 mm in 2-3 hrs.
CANWARN can be activated in Manitoba by:
Severe Wx Forecaster PASPC
On-Call Net Controller
CANWARN District Representative in the field.

SOME HUMOUR
"Electricity originates inside clouds. There, it forms into lightning, which is
attracted to the Earth by golfers. After entering the ground, the electricity
hardens into coal, which, when dug up by power companies and burned in big
ovens called 'generators,' turns back into electricity...where it is transformed by
TV sets into commercials for beer, which passes through the consumers and
back into the ground, thus completing what is known as a "circuit"........Dave
Barry
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL

(Please note: membership year is January 1st to December 31st )
Mail to:
Membership Manitoba Repeater Society
C/O VE4WSC
598 St. Mary’s Road
Winnipeg MB R2M 3L5
Call Sign ________________________________________

Club use only

Surname ________________________________________
Preferred First Name _____________________________
Mailing Address _________________________________
City _______________________ Prov ______________
Postal Code _____________________________________
Home Phone _____________________________________

Date ______________
$_______
Cheque/Cash/Money Order
Recpt ___________
Card Issued___________ Year_______

Work Phone _____________________________________
E-mail Address ________________________________________________________________________
Class of Member: Regular $35.00

Addn’l Family Member $15.00

Renewal _____ New _____ RAC Member ______
Newsletter by E-mail ____________

or

If RAC member $10.00/member rebate

Snail Mail _________

Would you be willing to help out on work at various repeater sites ?

YES

NO

Optional Information:

Current Occupation:_______________________________________________________
If Retired Former Occupation: _______________________________________________
Skills: __________________________________________________________________
Other Clubs to which you belong: ____________________________________________
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